The Class of Ninety-six will meet to celebrate its last undergraduate dinner, the fourth of a series which has been successful throughout, on Friday evening, December twentieth. As Freshmen, with an initial dinner in which, with its numbers and with its enthusiasm the class may take pride, followed by similar events during Sophomore and Junior years, when good fellowship and class spirit reigned supreme, the record has been one which is wholly satisfactory.

The dinner which is immediately before the Seniors is far more important than any which have preceded. It is almost impossible to realize at once the close relations which it holds with the class work of the year. It marks the approach to the Commencement period, when the class, for four years united in good fellowship, will stand ready for the work of the outside world. Moreover, not alone will the dinner afford an opportunity for the selection of Class Day material, but the affair is one which every true lover of our college in Ninety-six should make it his duty to support.

That the inner man will be abundantly satisfied with a host of good things is well assured by a hasty glance at the menu which has been prepared; that the toast list will prove unusually attractive may truly be anticipated in the number of popular men who have been assigned post-prandial subjects.

It simply remains for every man in the class to make it a point to be present. Let all course and sectional feeling be cast entirely aside, and let every real supporter of Ninety-six do all in his power to make the dinner what it has only partially been in the past—a true index of the high standard, the learning, the breadth, the wit, and the high culture and refinement which our Alma Mater deserves.